
Villa Nomad, Cala Mastella 
€ 3.950.000



Nestled in nature in a northern corner of the island, 
settings don’t come more serene than at Villa Nomad. 

From the rustle of the alang alang reed roofs to the 
sound of the surrounding palm trees swaying in the 
breeze, peace and tranquillity soundtracks daily life 

here. Designed to enhance your connection with the 
outdoors from every angle, the panorama from the 
villa’s numerous vantage points spans lush tropical 

greenery and the ocean. 

 Completely renovated by renowned interior architect 
Dolores Batselaere, the sand-toned villa is as soothing 

inside as it is out. Earthy blush plaster tones and 
natural stone floors are contrasted with anthracite 
cement walls in the open-plan living space. It feels 
both spacious and intimate, with ample room for 

entertaining. A shaded terrace overlooks the swimming 
pool, while a feature fireplace is flanked by a picture 

window that peeks into the garden beyond. 











The effortless interplay between inside and out 
continues in each of the four bedrooms, all 

featuring rustic en-suites with rainfall showers 
for ultimate privacy and access to wrap around 

terraces that snake up to the scenic roof. A 
row of trees marks the pathway to the covered 

outdoor bar. 













Property Details 

€3,950,000
4 en-suite bedrooms
Large pool
Open-plan living area
State-of-the-art kitchen
Wraparound sundecks and roof terrace
Mediterranean gardens

Built: 200 sq m
Land: 2000 sq m



Location

Within splashing distance of the secluded Cala 
Mastella cove, turn down the tempo snorkelling in 
the calm, crystal-clear waters before stopping by the 
renowned El Bigotes restaurant. Elsewhere there’s 
much to explore in the unspoilt eastern reaches of the 
island, from the spectacular forests to the charming, 
bohemian villages of San Carlos and Santa Eulalia 
– all laid-back vibes, palm-lined promenades and an 
exclusive yacht marina. For more of a buzz, Ibiza Town 
and its world-class restaurants and bars is only 25 
minutes away. 

Ibiza Airport (25 mins)
Ibiza Town (20 mins)
Nearby beach (3 mins)
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